Feels Like Home Fun Fold Card
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or just go to
my store and order. Remember that 3 August thru 30 September, you can earn free Sale-abration products when you place a $50 order!
Supplies:
 Stamps: Feels Like Home #156607, Garden Birdhouses #155090
 Ink: Pale Papaya #155670, Soft Succulent #155578, Evening Evergreen #155576
 Paper: Basic White #159276, Pale Papaya #155668, Soft Succulent #15577, Evening
Evergreen #155574
 Designer Paper: Hand Penned #155499
 Tools & Accessories: Cut & Emboss Machine #149653, Paper Trimmer #152392,
Stampin’ Seal #152813, Layering Circles Dies #151770, Elegant Faceted Gems
#152464, Stampin’ Dimensionals #104430, Tailored Tag Punch #145667
Measurements:
 Card Base: Pale Papaya 4 ¼” x 8 ¾”
 Cardstock #2: Soft Succulent 4 ½” x 3 ¼”
 Cardstock #3: Pale Papaya 3” x 8 ½”
 Cardstock #4: Basic White 2 ¾” x 4” , 1” x 4” for sentiment, and scrap for stamped door
image
 Cardstock #5: Evening Evergreen scrap 3 ½” square or larger
 Designer Series Paper: 4 “ tall x 3” wide and 2 ¾’ tall x 4” wide (2 different but
coordinating prints)

Instructions:
 Take the piece of Pale Papaya cardstock that measures 4 ¼” x 8 ¾”, and score on the 8
¾” side at 5 ½”. Fold on the score line.
 Holding the cardstock with the fold to the RIGHT, glue the piece of DSP that measures
3” wide x 4” tall on the top flap.
 Open the card. Adhere the piece of Soft Succulent cardstock to the card base, centering
the cardstock panel.
 Take the remaining piece of Pale Papaya cardstock that measures 3” x 8 ½”. Score it
on the 8 ½” side at 4 ¼”. Fold on the score line. With the fold to the LEFT, adhere the
folded panel to the piece of Soft Succulent cardstock. This panel will now overlap the
panel with the DSP attached, showing you the Fun Fold.
 Glue the remaining piece of DSP that measures 4” wide x 2 ¾” tall to the front of the
folded Pale Papaya panel.
 Take the scrap of Basic White and stamp the door image from the Feels Like Home
stamp set in Soft Succulent ink. Use the third largest circle die from the Layering Circles
dies to cut the focal image out.
 Use the third largest scalloped circle from the Layering Dies set to cut out the scalloped
circle from the piece of Evening Evergreen cardstock.
 Layer the stamped circle onto the scalloped circle.
 Use Evening Evergreen ink and stamp “Welcome” from the Garden Birdhouses stamp
set on the 1” tall strip of Basic White. Stamp near the left end of the strip, leaving a
small margin. Use the Tailored Tag punch to create a banner edge to the right of the
word.
 Use Evening Evergreen to stamp “So glad you’re here” from the Garden Birdhouses
stamp set on the piece of Basic White that measures 2 ¾” tall x 4” wide. Use Pale
Papaya ink to stamp the smaller floral image on the panel near the bottom left corner.
Stamp the floral image on your envelope corner, if desired.
 Adhere the sentiment panel on the inside of the Pale Papaya folded panel. Close the
panel and glue the “Welcome” banner at the bottom right corner of the DSP. Then using
dimensionals, adhere the layered circle piece.
 Add Elegant Faceted Gems to the card front as desired.

